
Designed for general cleaning tasks, 
the multi-functional Cleanall range of 
cleaning cloths are strong, durable, 
super absorbent and are available in 
a range of thicknesses and colours. 
They are manufactured with superior 
absorbency and are ideal for use in the 
healthcare setting. 

Conforming to the national colour 
coding scheme, the cloths can be used 
for specific areas/tasks, helping to 
reduce the risk of cross-contamination 
from clinical and patient areas into 
domestic areas such as washrooms 
and kitchens.



1. Everyday 
Our multi-purpose, disposable cloths are  
great value and perfect for everyday use.

2. Heavyweight 
Their super strong structure makes  
the cloths long lasting and reusable. 
Perfect for scrubbing away stains and 
removing soiling.

3. Heavyweight Plus + 
The cloths are able to absorb five times  
their own weight in liquid and are 
interfolded to provide easy, single cloth 
dispensing straight from the bag or from our 
wallmounted dispensers.

4. Super absorbent 
Our thickest cloths yet have a super 
strong, tear resistant structure and were 
developed to absorb more than ten times 
their own weight in liquid. The cloths are 
designed for repeated use and are fully 
washable, making them last longer which 
reduces waste and lowers cost. 
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Cloth types

PRODUCT UNIT OF ISSUE CODE NHSSC

EVERYDAY CLOTHS 35gsm 

Blue Pack of 50 JCC50B MLC323

Red Pack of 50 JCC50R MLC321

Green Pack of 50 JCC50G MLC322

Yellow Pack of 50 JCC50Y MLC324

HEAVYWEIGHT CLOTHS 50gsm

Blue Pack of 25 JCC25B MLC327

Red Pack of 25 JCC25R MLC325

Green Pack of 25 JCC25G MLC326

Yellow Pack of 25 JCC25Y MLC328

PRODUCT UNIT OF ISSUE CODE NHSSC

HEAVYWEIGHT PLUS + CLOTHS 56gsm

Blue Pack of 50 JCCHP50B VJT459

Red Pack of 50 JCCHP50R VJT457

Green Pack of 50 JCCHP50G VJT458

Yellow Pack of 50 JCCHP50Y VJT460

Wall Mounted Dispenser Single unit JCCHPD -

SUPER ABSORBENT CLOTHS 110gsm

Blue Pack of 10 JCC10B MLC331

Red Pack of 10 JCC10R MLC329

Green Pack of 10 JCC10G MLC330

Yellow Pack of 10 JCC10Y MLC332

Multi-functional 
Suitable for use on a variety of surfaces/areas 
such as bathrooms, washrooms, ward areas, 
offices, catering departments, kitchens, patient 
areas and isolation areas. 

Super absorbent 
Superior absorbency to rapidly soak up 
spillages. Our Super Absorbent Cleaning Cloths 
can absorb 10 times their own weight in liquid.

Wet or dry surface cleaning 
Ideal for both wet or dry uses, they perform well 
under wet conditions, even on heavy soiling. 

Suitable for most surfaces 
The cloths’ soft texture doesn’t damage 
surfaces and is safe to use on most fixtures 
and fittings, including stainless steel, glass, 
ceramics, laminate, painted surfaces 
and many more.

Cost effective 
Whether you require a disposable cloth for 
everyday cleaning or a thick washable cloth for 
heavy duty scrubbing, our wide range of  
multi-purpose cleaning cloths are delivered to  
you at great value, everyday prices.

Variety of weights 
Available in four cloth thicknesses 35gsm, 
50gsm, 56gsm and 110gsm - ideal for all your 
cleaning requirements. 
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Wall-mounted metal dispenser 
Our wall-mounted dispensers are  
designed for the Heavyweight Plus +  
Cleaning Cloths, providing fast and 
simple, individual cloth dispensing. This 
allows you to keep wipes conveniently 
at their point of use. Each dispenser 
can hold up to 160 cloths.


